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The Beginnings of Our Toaster  

Our 2 Month Algae Infested Journey



LABOUR INDUCING

- 6-8 hours a day out of the 30 

hours a week cleaning boards

- 2 pound boards (roughly 82 in 

a facility)

- Regular scrub and sanitol 

used

ALGAE AND BACTERIA

- Algae buildup

- Bacteria affecting roots

- Strong chemicals are not 

recommended to remove 

algae because it may harm 

the plants

CLEANABILITY

- Needs to be visibly clean 

(pretty difficult considering it 

is algae)

- Water can not be on the 

board since algae spreads 

through that contamination

- All sides of the board must be 

clean

Introducing an Algae Infestation…
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Problem was issued around the 20th of September, 2022:



Our Developed Metric and Design Specifications



Solution Options

1 2 3High-pressurzied water Electrical Scrubbers Chemicals



High-pressurzied water
Adv: High cleaning efficiency

Disadv: Cannot be used indoor

Electrical Scrubbers
Adv: High cleaning efficiency 

Disadv: Hard to clean the corner
(need to change the brush )

Chemicals
Adv: The algae will not back for long time
Disadv: Chemicals may distroy the plants
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Advantages vs Disadvantages



Clean one surface

Based on automatic car 
wash system

Clean one surface with 
holes 

Based on gears & motors
Small scrubber - nomal gears
Big scrubber - internal gears

Clean both surfaces

Move the clean one 
surface brush to the back

Clean the sides

Add 2 brushes at the side 
of the board to form a C 

shape with the back brush

Design Thinking Process
Front Back



We also considered

Size and Installation

Method of Fixing the Board

Rinsing and Filtering the Algae



Full Design
We changed the springs to an electric push rod to lift up the board after the cleaning process is complete. 

First Edition Second Edition Third Edition



Physical Focused Prototype

- The front scrubs are the most important part

- To ensure the design works for both flat 

surface and holes on the board

- Provides an obvious result

- Clearly shows the design concept of this part

Prototype I

But…

This prototype could be 
better if…

- We have more people in 
the team (we are only 3).

- We have more time.
- We have more knowledge 

of mechanical



Prototype II

Flow chart of the circuit

Physical Focused Prototype

- Verifying the flow chart and construct 

the circuit

- To connect all motors together

- Ensuring that all the motors work

- To ensure the mechanical structure 

moves the 8 motors following the 

expectations

But…
We do not finish this part 
because…
- Heavy work load of other 

courses
- Lack of labors
- Shipping delay
- BOM problem

Top view

Side View



Lesson Learned

1

3

How to work as a team

2

How to solve these questions

exposed problems

From this project and teamwork that what we learn…



Future Work

★ Always Meet the needs of more 
users

★ Make lots of mistake on project 
requirement

★ Do not leave the work on last day
★ Two people can work the same 

difficult part
★ Feedback is important 



Conclusion

★ Concept 
★ Function needs to be improved



Thank you!
Any Questions?

Danny, Zong and Huanyu


